SLJH Student Dress Code Guidelines 2017-2018

- Undergarments may not be visible. This includes underwear, bralettes, and bras. This does not include camis.
- Leggings, jeggings, and skinny jeans are acceptable as long as undergarments cannot be seen.
- Length of shorts should be modest with at least a 3 inch inseam. Athletic shorts (Nike, Under Armor, etc.) are permitted.
- Shorts must be visible when worn with a long tee-shirt.
- Length of dresses and skirts should be modest even when sitting, stooping and/or bending.
- Rips and tears in jeans should be lower than the 3 inch inseam length of shorts.
- Strapless, spaghetti strap, or off the shoulder tops/dresses are not allowed. (Peek-a-boo shoulder tops are allowed.)
- Garments with inappropriate logos or graphics related to drugs, alcohol, weapons, racism, or vulgarity are not allowed.
- Sleeveless shirts with over-sized arm holes are not allowed.
- Cut-off or crop tops that show the midriff or back are not allowed.

We are working hard to be firm, fair, and consistent as we address dress code violations in accordance with the dress code guidelines established by a committee of parents, students, and staff for our school.

Dress Code violations will be handled as follows:

1) Students will be asked to correct the situation.
2) Students will be directed to the AP office for assistance.
3) Students will be allowed to call home for parents to bring them a change of clothing.
4) Students will borrow school appropriate clothing from our clothing bank. Students may return to the AP office at the end of the day to retrieve their non-dress code items.
5) Multiple infractions of the dress code will result in After School Detention.